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The Fine Print: The following comments are owned by whoever posted them. We are not responsible for them in any way.

Heh... (Score:0, Troll)

by MightyMartian (840721) Alter Relationship

Why would they need sophisticated software when there are so many denialist Libertarian types who

seem to believe that dumping millions of years worth of sequestered CO2 into the atmosphere in the

space of three centuries has absolutely no ill effects whatsoever? After all, these people show up on

every single web forum anywhere to declare climatologists are frauds and AGW a global conspiracy of

evil Communists out to destroy the economy...

Oh wait

--

The world's burning. Moped Jesus spotted on I50. Details at 11.

Re: (Score:2)

by MightyMartian (840721) Alter Relationship

Who would have thought these bots could get mod points?

--

The world's burning. Moped Jesus spotted on I50. Details at 11.

Re: (Score:-1)

by Anonymous Coward

Don't kid yourself that it's big evil vs underdogs, there is money on BOTH sides of the

argument.

Re: (Score:5, Insightful)

by CaptainLard (1902452) Alter Relationship

0

-1
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While it is technically true that both sides have some non-zero amount of money,

one side has enough of it to afford the worlds biggest PR firm along with 4

companies in the Fortune 10 (that would be 4 of the top 10 US companies by

revenue...guess how many renewable energy companies are on that list). The other

side does a lot of it's work with token research budgets. There is absolutely an

underdog in this fight.

›

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend on 2014-11-20 1:03

(#48424469)

While it is technically true that both sides have some non-zero amount of

money, one side has enough of it to afford the worlds biggest PR firm along

with 4 companies in the Fortune 10 (that would be 4 of the top 10 US

companies by revenue.

Oh, give me a frigging break. Yes, energy companies (not just oil) spent

millions of dollars on research and campaigns contrary to global warming

alarmism. Some estimates go as high as $40 and even $50 million.

But according to a recent GAO report, our own government spent $106

Billion dollars on "climate change" research, and that was by 2010, 4 years

ago.

So this "oil companies are spending money" argument works against the

climate alarmists. No matter how you cut it, the "other side" has outspent

them by more than 1000 to 1.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Stuarticus (1205322) Alter Relationship on 2014-11-20 5:31

(#48425201)

Typical stupidity, is Research the same as propaganda?

--

If you think someone isn't free to have a different definition of

"freedom" you may be a tyrant.

Parent Share
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Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 11:04 (#48428209)

Homepage Journal

That's a silly question. Conspiracy theorists already think research

they don't like is propaganda.

To a crackpot, there's no difference. They might be vaguely aware

of NASA's multimillion dollar climate satellites, but they'll just

say this is equivalent to the Heartland Institute's propaganda.

After all, remember all those expensive scientific expeditions the

Heartland Institute funds to place sensors in remote polar

regions? Remember the fleet of thousands of robotic probes the

Heartland Institute operates to monitor the oceans? Remember the

time that the Heartland Institute lost millions of dollars because

their Orbiting Carbon Observatory was lost in a launch failure?

Yeah, me neither. But don't even try convincing a contrarian that

research is different from propaganda. You'd have better luck

educating your coffee table.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend on

2014-11-20 13:06 (#48429359)

Public Service Announcement

Dear readers:

It is against my policy to respond to the person who made

this comment. Ever since I challenged his incorrect answer

to a question of physics several years ago, he has been rude

and insulting, jumping into conversations that did not

involve him for the sole purpose of insulting and harassing

me.

That is my statement. You may make your own judgment.
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Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:43

(#48429695) Homepage Journal

So you still haven't managed to write down a simple

energy conservation equation around the heated

source without wrongly "cancelling" terms? If you

did, you'd quickly realize that electrical heating

power depends on the cooler chamber wall

temperature.

.. Ever since I challenged his incorrect

answer to a question of physics several

years ago, he has been rude and

insulting..

Jane, you've been spreading civilization-paralyzing

misinformation for years. In the process, you've

repeatedly, baselessly and libelously accused me and

my colleagues of incompetence, dishonesty and

fraud. I'll stop debunking your misinformation when

you stop spreading it, and not one second before.

Since writing down a simple energy conservation

equation is apparently too difficult for Jane, I

suggested asking Prof. Brian Cox this question:

@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is in a

vacuum chamber with cooler walls.

Does heating power depend on the wall temperature?

It's pretty clear that Jane refuses to ask this simple

question because he's just scared Prof. Cox will say

"yes", which would mean that Jane's entire

calculation is wrong, from the very first equation.

And seriously, "rude and insulting"? Here are just a

few of Jane's most recent charming statements to me.

If Jane was telling the truth about my comments,

Jane should be able to produce quotes of similar

length which are just as "rude and insulting" as

Jane's. Jane can't do that because he's just projecting
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his own rude, cuss-filled insults onto me.

".. non-person.. disingenuous and intended to

mislead .. he is either lying .. dishonest ..

intellectually dishonest .. intellectually dishonest ..

Khayman80's intellectual dishonesty .. Pathetic. ..

you've come out the loser in every case.. you can't

win a fucking argument. You don't know how. You

don't understand logic. You've proved this many

times. Get stuffed, and go away. The ONLY thing you

are to me is an annoyance. I have NO respect for you

either as a scientist or a person. .. cowardice ..

odious person .. you look like a fool .. utterly and

disgustingly transparent .. Now get lost. Your totally

unjustified arrogance is irritating as hell. .. You are

simply proving you don't know what you're talking

about. .. Jesus, get a clue. This is just more bullshit. ..

spewing bullshit .. You're making yourself look like a

fool. .. Hahahahahaha!!! Jesus, you're a fool. .. a free

lesson in humility.. you either misunderstand, or

you're lying. After 2 years of this shit, I strongly

suspect it is the latter. .. Now I KNOW you're just

spouting bullshit. .. if we assume you're being honest

(which I do not in fact assume) .. I wouldn't mind a

bit if the whole world saw your foolishness as clearly

as I do. .. stream of BS.. idiot .. Your assumptions are

pure shit. .. I'm done babysitting you.." [Jane Q.

Public]

"Jesus, you're a dumbshit. .. your adolescent,

antisocial behavior .. keep making a fool of

yourself. .. you're being such a dumbass .. your

analysis of it is a total clusterfuck. .. you're so

damned arrogant you think I'm the one being

stupid. .. you were too goddamned stupid .." [Jane Q.

Public]

".. what a despicable human being you are .. after

you are gone, I will quite happily reveal those things

and your "legacy" won't be quite what you thought it

was. .. get stuffed. I am far beyond tired of your

incessant BULLSHIT. If you want to contemplate

something before you die, I would suggest starting

with meditating on why you have been such an

incorrigibly rude, insufferable human being .. You'd

at least expect a "physicist" to get that much right. ..

Now I have given you your bone, doggie. GO

AWAY. .. a clusterfuck pretending to be physics ..
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simply bad math .. you haven't even managed to ride

your tricycle without falling off .. either you're not

competent to analyze this, or (probably more likely),

you are attempting yet again to misdirect from the

real science .. weasel out of it .. you had to obfuscate

it and throw n all this other bullshit. Every

goddamned time. .. you can go knowing that you

abdicated on a chance to prove to the world that you

can solve "civilization-paralyzing misinformation".

And I will know that you went exactly as you (from

what you have shown me, anyway) deserve: unknown

and deservedly so. .. you refuse to lose like a man ..

you're STILL full of shit, you pretender. .. you're

STILL full of shit, you pretender. This is the most

ludicrous thing I've heard coming from someone who

claims to be a real scientist in years. .. It is A WASTE

OF MY TIME to argue with you. You don't learn. I

won't do it any more. And I'm going to give a copy of

this to my grandchildren. .. bullshit .. weaseling .. all

your misdirection .. I am willing to concede that you

really are a Kool-Aid drinker, and can't accept that

the dogma isn't what you thought it was. That's

preferable to believing that you're simply a malicious

lying sonofabitch. I am fucking well done here. ..

Same shit different day. .. you won't do it because you

know you're wrong. .. you're wrong by default .. Why

don't you just shut up and do it? Why have you been

so mightily struggling, like a fish on a hook, to avoid

it? .. BS excuse .. Same shit different day. .. I consider

that to be an admission of defeat. .. bullshit excuse ..

I guess you do admit defeat. .. your analysis is

completely full of shit. .. absolute fantasy .. I'm

really not sorry to say this after your past behavior,

but showing you're wrong is just plain dirt simple.

And not JUST wrong, but so ridiculously wrong that I

can (and will, believe me!) use it as entertainment for

certain of my friends. .. a pretty major concession

that I don't think you deserve. .. Bullshit. .. you're still

falling off your tricycle .. simple damned algebra ..

You're just clownishly hand-waving again.. START

OVER AND DO IT RIGHT .. you're full of bull, and

you have been all along. Either you are incapable of

doing this properly, or you're just bullshitting

everybody for reasons of your own. ..

Hahahahaha! .. just more bullshit .. no more

bullshit .. of course you still won't, because you're

not capable. .. if you don't want me to keep calling

you (and showing you to others to be) nothing more
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than a clown. .. I want to show other people just how

much a clown you actually are. .. shut up .. you want

to try to mischaracterize everything I say.. you were

just messing with me. .. fantasy .. It feels as though

I'm explaining to a high-school student who has

never seen a physics problem before. .. supposed to

have been a physics major. .. Stop being obtuse. ..

SIMPLE MULTIPLICATION .. No matter how you

try to bullshit your way around this, it is still

WRONG. .. provably bullshit .. I'm just plain tired of

your bull. .. Jesus, I'm glad you weren't one of my

physics profs. .. That's your goddamned problem, and

you don't get to complain about it. I'm really looking

forward to showing this latest exchange to my

friends. .. There is no way to weasel out of this, man.

You're trying to output more power than you're

putting in. This isn't even 11th-grade physics. Let's

try it at something more like your level: You have 200

beans equally distributed among 10 squares. If you

now take those beans, and divide them equally

among 25 squares of the same size, how many beans

do you now have per square? Show your work. ..

THERE'S NOTHING "CUTE" ABOUT IT! IT'S AN

ACCURATE ASSESSMENT OF YOUR ERROR! This

is not "approximation", it's fucking logical error!

JESUS CHRIST, man, you can't talk your way around

this. .. You can violate thermodynamics all you want,

and it doesn't prove a damned thing. .. STOP THE

BULLSHIT. .. If you continue to just bullshit your

way around, as I have stated I will declare you in

default and damned few reasonable people would

disagree. .. NO. See my comment above. One more

bullshit comment like this, and as I said, I will just

call you a clown and few reasonable people will

disagree. .. you are deliberately trying to make things

difficult. .. It is dirt simple to show you are wrong. ..

you're throwing a fit .. Are you drunk? .. Get the hell

on with it.. I am very, very close to calling you full of

shit and posting this where everyone can see it. ..

YOU are the one who is trolling.. You simply wanted

to waste more of my time. .. You're finally proving

that you were full of bull all along. .. You're just plain

wrong. .. you are quite clearly throwing a fit.. How

could I possibly be "wrong"? .. I called bullshit..

prepare to be publicly declared a charlatan. .. plenty

of reason to call you both wrong and a liar. .. I am

going to declare you a fraud and a failure. .. I'm still

going to declare you a failure.. he's just a trolling,
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malicious, lying son of a bitch.. he has berated me,

publicly derided and taunted me, and (in my strong

opinion) libeled me.. I can show clearly, to someone

with high school level math skills, that he was utterly,

abjectly, and rather pathetically wrong, and the

"Slayers", as he calls them, were right all along. ..

"global warming alarmist" bullshit is just that:

bullshit. .. mere incompetence and arrogant belief in

your own abilities and contempt for others? Or was

it because you were protecting your political

ideology, or global warming religion, or maybe JPL

grant money? I really don't know, and I really don't

care, but now I can show the world very clearly,

using your own words, that you were wrong the

whole time. I would thank you for that but you don't

deserve thanks. .. I am not going to judge here

whether he was honestly mistaken or he was just a

malicious bullshitter, but in all honesty it's hard to

imagine someone who calls himself a physicist

unintentionally getting it so badly wrong so many

ways. Unless his "global warming" religion would

simply not allow him mentally to accept the right

answer. .. I could go on, but this was my BRIEF

analysis of khayman80's folly. As I sincerely

promised him, I will be writing up a more complete

discussion of his errors later on "the interwebz".

Spencer and khayman80 were wrong. Latour was

right, and I was correct to stick to my guns and say

so, despite all of khayman80's public bullying and

insults and braying like an ass. .. another aspect of

khayman80's folly. .. khayman80, otherwise known as

Bryan Killett, you're either a liar of a fool. As I said

before, I don't know which, but I've proved that it

MUST be one of the two. .. khayman80's nasty

remarks .. schooling a physicist on why his physics is

awful.. You can't even fucking add 2 + 2. .. you

complete bozo. .. you're a complete loon. .. I'm not

wrong, in any basic way. .. Face it. You've been

spouting the wrong answer for 2 years, and using it

to justify calling OTHER PEOPLE names, and

bullying them online, and other nasty antisocial

behavior. But even if I made a small mistake

somewhere (I did NOT make a large one), you're still

busted. .." [Jane Q. Public]

Parent Share
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Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:46

(#48429705) Homepage Journal

".. you were "hanging yourself", as the saying

goes. Hoist by your own petard. .. You are

busted. .. I'll be here watching and laughing all

the way. .. It doesn't matter how you try to

squirm and twist this. You have been owned.

End of story. .. I repeat that you can twist and

squirm all you want, but unless you can come

up with a "khayman80 law" to replace the

Stefan-Boltzmann law, this IS the answer, it is

known, and it is unequivocal. .. Introduce all

the complications, and prevarications and

half-assed reasoning you want. I have already

shown you the correct answer according to

established physics. Give it up lest you make

yourself look more of a fool than you already

are. Because as I promised you, all of this is

being recorded and will be made public, with

your name displayed prominently. I promised

that I would do that regardless of how it turned

out. You have no reason to complain just

because you lost. Further, I'm going to INVITE

people who teach heat transfer to examine my

write-up, and evaluate it. I already know what

they will say about your half-assed

thermodynamic reasoning. To be honest, I still

don't see why YOU don't see, where I showed

that you were clearly wrong. But again, I

suspect that your CO2-based greenhouse gas

religion will not let you accept the clearly

established facts. I have said all I need to say

here. Nothing you say will change it, and no, I

do not agree with your fallacious "reasoning".

I'll stick with the engineering textbooks, thanks

very much. .. Have I reminded you lately that

your grasp of logic seems a bit off? .. It's just

bullshit. You're squirming like a fish on a hook.

You just don't seem to realize you have already

been flayed, filleted, and fried in batter. You're

owned, man. .. PROOF that you're bullshitting

everybody.. You keep making the same bullshit

assertions, after I have proved them false. Why
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do you do this? You're just going to look that

much more foolish later. .. YOU are disputing

the Stefan-Boltzmann law. But it is a known

physical law, and this is a textbook

demonstration of it. You lose. .. Your

calculations contradict themselves, and your

methodology contradicts itself. .. no matter

how you cut it, your answer is wrong, by your

own rules. .. I find it highly amusing that you

derive your own calculations from the Stefan-

Boltzmann law, then deny that it is valid. Every

time you try to squirm out of this you just

contradict yourself again. I am further amused

that you find it "adorable" that you've been

proven wrong. Be a man for a change and

admit it. .. No more bullshit. .. I'm just trying to

find out whether you're actually crazy or just

bullshitting. .. Are you REALLY the moron you

make yourself out to be? .. You are giving

physicists a bad name, and I repeat that I am

going to show this to all the world to see. ..

This is so utterly obvious that I honestly don't

believe you don't get it. .. I have finally

concluded that you are just a very good troll. I

honestly -- and I mean that: honestly -- don't

believe you could be this stupid and possess a

degree in physics. .. You're just wrong about

how this works. And not just a little bit wrong,

but completely out there in lala-land wrong.

And you have made it perfectly obvious that I

am wasting my time talking to you. You are

either crazy, or stupid, or a very talented troll.

Based on my experience, I vote for that last

one, but I think that necessarily implies a little

bit of the first, too. So we're done. I'm going to

write this up as it stands here. I don't need

anything else, and you've made it very clear

that anything else would be further waste of

my time. You refuse to change your tune, so

fine. I'll just write it up that way. Don't worry:

I am going to include your exact words. .. You

DO know what a minus sign is, yes? .. You

made assumptions that are, to be blunt, bullshit

nonsense. .. Do you think we're all idiots? ..

knock off the bullshit, because I see right

through it, and so will the others I show this

to. .. Yet again, you have contradicted yourself.

You're a great bullshitter but I've caught you
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out and you've already been proved wrong. All

this trying to twist out from under the obvious

any way you can only confirms that you were

bullshitting all along. Be a man and admit the

truth, because people ARE going to see this.

Why do you want to look more foolish than you

do already? .. Complete bullshit again. .. It is a

simple equation that is well-known to

physicists. You claim to be a physicist, so why

don't you know it? .. You've been owned, man.

BE enough of a man to admit it. Because

everybody's going to know it anyway. .. This is

just another straw-man argument. Which you

are very good at, by the way. Not good enough

to sucker me in, though. .. your assertion is

only "obvious" if you're not a heat transfer

engineer or a physicist, you pretender. Heat

transfer is not a science of the obvious.

Intuition (and, as pointed out before,

"thermodynamic thinking") can easily lead you

astray. .. Knock off the BS. Time to admit you

were wrong. .. I've already proved you wrong,

mathematically, logically, and

thermodynamically. The fact that your "global

warming" religion will not let you accept the

reality of the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation law

is not my problem. But you have sure as hell

tried hard to make it everyone else's problem. ..

You're either incompetent or a liar. As I said

before: I don't know for sure which, but I

strongly suspect the latter. It's a done deal. You

have been proved wrong. You have been

owned. Your ranting means nothing. I only

replied on the off-chance that you really were

ignorant and could be educated. But it seems

that you are determined to promote your

ignorance (or more likely: ignorant act and

propaganda) to everyone else. So be it. No

more replies. You haven't earned any; you

don't deserve any. .. NOW what kind of bullshit

are you trying to pull? Do you understand

what NET means, or do you not? I assure you

that a lot of people do. You claimed before that

you did. Why are you doing this? Are you

really trying to make yourself look more

ridiculous than before? .. I'm going to ask you

again: WHY do you continue to spout this

violation-of-physics bullshit? What do you
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think you're accomplishing other than wasting

my time? I have concluded that is all you are

trying to do. .. If you are sincere (you certainly

haven't been acting like you are), then you

must be postulating some kind of "tractor

beam" effect that allows the chamber wall to

"suck" power out of the heat source from a

distance. I assure you that at least at out

current level of technology, we have not

managed to build such a sucking device. The

heat source radiates out what it radiates out,

and nothing around it is "sucking" any power

from it. Although you seem to be doing your

very best at "sucking" my time away over

stupid bullshit. .. NONSENSE. .. What's

ridiculous is your constant repetition of this

bullshit idea. .. If you're being honest, then it's

really too bad that you still don't understand

the clear implications of the Stefan-Boltzmann

radiation law. But at the same time, it makes

me wonder how you got your degree. I'm done.

If all you're going to do is keep repeating these

incorrect assertions, after why they are

incorrect has been clearly explained to you

many times, this is indeed just a waste of my

time. I set out to have a scientific discussion,

not to argue about your religion. .. NO!!! This

is just plain bullshit. .. You are VERY good at

trying to make it appear I have been saying

things I actually haven't. But it isn't going to

fly. It's just bullshit. .. Why do you keep

disputing textbook physics laws? Stop lying.

Because that's all you're doing now. .. What I

object to is your insane insistence that the

electrical power to the heat source requires a

term for the chamber walls. This is sheer

nonsense. .. YOU are the one who is getting

them confused, not me. .. Look it the hell up. ..

Apparently you don't understand the concept of

NET, even though you have derided me for

supposedly "ignoring" it. .. This is textbook

stuff, and you just aren't getting it straight. Are

you sure you're a physicist? .. Why don't you

look it up in a textbook and discover that for

yourself? .. I repeat: if you truly don't

understand this, due to your "greenhouse gas

religion" or something, that's just too bad. I'm

using textbook physics for situations like this.
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You are not. You are espousing magical net

power transfer from cold to hot, rather than

actual physics. .. That's complete bullshit.

Doesn't happen. Knock off the fantasy physics

and pick up a textbook. .. You're just trolling.

You were proved wrong many days ago now.

No more. Done. .. There is nothing more to say.

You have been proved wrong. You can write

books about your nonsense "physics", and it

won't make your bullshit theory any more

correct. I have 3 heat transfer textbooks here,

and they all say you're wrong. I'll stick with the

well-known and established physics, thanks

very much, and dismiss the nonsense from the

cheap seats. Funny, but for years you talked

about "consensus" and "established science",

but whenever the established physics disagrees

with you, you will write pages and pages about

why they're wrong and you're right. There's a

word for that. The word is "hypocrisy". There

are other words for what you do, too, but I'll

let other readers decide on those. Well, it didn't

work and it won't work. The textbooks all say

you're wrong. Goodbye. .." [Jane Q. Public]

"I am making one last reply to "khayman80"

here, because he's so good at trolling and

readers deserve to see the rebuttal. .. You do

know how to add and subtract, right? You

know what a zero is, right? .. That's just plain

WRONG. .. I made no such claim, you liar. ..

As I've explained to you many times now.

You're just plain wrong. .. They can both pick

up a textbook on heat transfer and see that I

am correct. .. I daresay that any eminent

physicist can also do the math and see where

you were wrong. And I'm going to give them

plenty of opportunity to see it. .. I simply

showed YOU to be wrong. .. I am also going to

say to you, khayman80, that there will be no

further discussion here. You have been doing

nothing but repeating false claims which I

proved wrong long ago. Any further discussion

with you would be a waste of time. You have

wasted far too much of my time already. You've

twisted and distorted arguments, played havoc

with the math, and tried to deny known

physical laws. But I've caught you at every
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turn. Time to act like a man and admit that you

were wrong. After all, other people are going

to see it anyway. I promised to publish the

results of our exchange no matter how it

turned out. You don't get to complain now just

because you lost. .. I'm not arguing with you

now and I'm not going to again. You're either a

fool or a liar, and I do not care which. I have

already proved it and I intend to publish that

for the world to see. Along with textbook

explanations and diagrams showing exactly

where and how you went wrong. .. As usual,

you distort reality. .. you both FUCKED UP

YOUR PHYSICS .. this is all straw-man

bullshit. .. "warmist" back-radiation physics is

bullshit. .. For some reason, you seem to think

these continuing comments of yours prove

something. The only reason I'm reading them

at all is for a daily laugh, and to record them

so others later can laugh with me. .. What

garbage. .. It's a ridiculously weak argument..

in fact it's not really an argument at all. ..

downright hilarious .. YOU ignored basic

textbook methods and math to get your answer.

You used an imaginary "khayman80" method

of arriving at your answer, which not only

contradicts everything engineering textbooks

say about heat transfer, your methodology

directly contradicts the Stefan-Boltzmann

radiation law, even though you used it yourself

in calculations. Talk about hypocrisy. .. Let's

get this straight: THIS "argument" has been

with YOU, and ONLY you, and ONLY about

Spencer's experiment. It's over, and you lost.

All this other crap you bring up is just your

way of trying to hide your own failure. It isn't

working. .. a concept that (apparently, if we

assume you're being honest, which I doubt)

you have had supreme difficulty getting

through your head. So just knock off the

straw-man crap. You're very good at it, but I'm

better at seeing it than you are at dishing it

out. .. And the ad-hominem too. You can claim

all you want that your personal attacks have

nothing to do with your arguments, but you

have many times proved otherwise. Just knock

off the bullshit. It isn't getting you anywhere. ..

Also, STOP sock-puppet modding down my
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comments. THAT'S AGAINST SLASHDOT'S

RULES and it's just plain an asshole thing to

do. .. if you read it, and understood it, and

were honest, you'd know that is complete

bullshit. .. that's the only reason I respond to

you: to show others your bullshit. Funny how

you don't seem to bother to read the

TEXTBOOKS on how these things actually

work, and instead just toss in your own

theories. And.. that's how you came up with the

WRONG answer, which doesn't even check out

using your own equations. .. That isn't even

misunderstanding, it's just a lie. You HAVE TO

understand this by now. You could not NOT

understand it, unless you are 100% clueless

about what the term NET means. .. You are

simply lying. Again. .. A high-schooler can

easily understand this. It's simple

subtraction. .. This is textbook stuff, and you're

getting it wrong. Period. I don't give the

slightest damn whether your precious

professors agree or disagree. My argument

was with YOU. .. you fucking moron. .. It's a

combination of your historical tendency to

straw-man argue, and outright lies about what

I wrote. This is the only kind of reply you're

going to get from me, as long as you keep up

your dishonest bullshit. .. I don't need to

"agree" with you about anything. I've already

demonstrated how TEXTBOOK PHYSICS

proved you wrong. That doesn't require any

kind of "agreement". I'm just wondering when

you're going to stop the dishonesty and admit

you were wrong. The whole world is going to

see it soon anyway, so you might as well "come

clean", as they say. .. You're just lying again.

What is wrong with you? I ask this question

very seriously. You were very clearly shown to

be wrong, using textbook physics methodology,

yet you continue this bullshit. Why? I'd really

like to know. (And it was indeed textbook

physics. I have 3 different textbooks here..

wait, make that 4.. which all disagree with

you.) You replied not by admitting you were

wrong, but by lying about what I wrote and

refusing to accept the clear demonstration that

your own brand of "physics" as you applied it

to this problem is a blatant violation of the
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Second Law of Thermodynamics. You leave me

no choice but to conclude that either you are

one of the "True Believers", and no facts will

sway you, or that you're simply being

dishonest. I quite literally have no other

options. .. I spelled it out quite clearly when we

had our "argument" (which you lost). You do

realize this is all going to be published, right?

I warned you not just once or twice, but many

times now. Every time you pull this kind of BS

will be just another instance of widespread

public knowledge of your dishonesty. .. I am

not going to get drawn into an argument that

you have already lost. I repeat that the

equation you show is for HEAT TRANSFER,

not "radiative power out". You are just plain

wrong about that and any heat transfer

textbook will you so. Every reply you have

given the past couple of weeks has

demonstrably been a lie, in one form or

another: presenting principles which you know

to be not representative of the real situation

(e.g., heat transfer in place of the proper

"radiated power" equation), or claims that I

stated something that I provably did not. One

might be characterized as fraud, and the other

as libel. And you expect anyone to take you

seriously? Just asking. .." [Jane Q. Public]

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend

on 2014-11-20 13:59 (#48429841)

We have been over all of this before. I am

going to publish my proof that you were

wrong, in time. Nothing has changed, and your

insistence on a formula from me that is 100%

irrelevant to the proof that you were wrong

changes nothing.

Period. The end. You will get no more
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response from me to this continued

HARASSMENT.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:47

(#48429711) Homepage Journal

".. If you ignore extrasolar energetic particles

you're just being stupid. .. Based on other

arguments with khayman80, to be honest I

would not trust him to build a bridge over a

creek, much less a spaceship. That's just the

truth. .. Stop being a grandstanding asshole. I

don't have to keep repeating my answers every

time you demand them. That's called

ASSHOLE behavior, asshole. You have already

seen my calculations and my answers to all

these questions. By bringing them up and

demanding them AGAIN in a different forum,

you are advertising your own dishonesty. It

didn't work. Don't worry, as I promised this

will all be published when I find the time. ..

pick up a textbook on heat transfer, and see

what the accepted, textbook, "consensus"

science says about it. Hint: they don't agree

with you. I don't appreciate this constant

harassment over something that has been

explained to you clearly many times over. If

you truly still don't understand it, that is sad

but it is also not my problem. A textbook might

help. .. Stop trying to be insulting. I'm not the

one who got it wrong. .. you insufferable ass. ..

Your constant blathering .. Stop pretending

ignorance about things I already explained to

you clearly several times. I can only conclude

that you're doing this in order to harass. .. I

repeat: look it the hell up. I have not just one

but 4 textbooks here, plus Wikipedia, plus the

testimony of experts in the field of heat

transfer. They ALL disagree with you. It's that

simple. .. are you finally willing to admit you
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have been proved wrong? .. Your BS

"explanations" are not informative to readers

who actually want to be educated. .. your

methodology contradicts itself. I'm not even

going to bother answering the rest of your

blather. Because your whole argument was

PUT to rest weeks ago and your failure to

understand that (or at least admit it) is rather

like a zombie which hasn't quite realized it is

dead yet. I repeat: I have documented this all. I

have the reputable and credible (and

MAINSTREAM, "ACCEPTED") references

which show you to be wrong. For a while I

thought explaining this in different ways would

show you that you were wrong. But over time, I

have come to accept that you simply won't

admit it, no matter what. That's too bad,

because I had really hoped you would listen to

the actual accepted SCIENCE behind this, and

further accept that it was right and you were

wrong. I no longer hold any such hope. I have

myself come to accept that you are either a

religious zealot, or a self-interested liar. And I

very seriously doubt that you were ever

actually a physicist. .. You're just re-hashing

old arguments that I've already shot down.

Why are you doing that, if your purpose is not

dishonest? .. YOU are the one going against

"established" physics here. .. you're wrong. If

you could actually show how the physics

textbook idea of heat transfer was wrong, you

would be world famous by now. Instead, you're

arguing ineffectively with some person on

Slashdot, about something every textbook on

the subject, as well as other sources, say your

are wrong about. .. When are you going to get

it through your head that I'm not a moron? ..

You're trying to give me some crackpot story ..

You're just wrong .. You are proposing a

magical idea, not physics. .. You're trying to

play some kind of trick .. EVERY textbook and

online reference I've found -- and it's a

significant list by now -- disagrees with you. .."

[Jane Q. Public]

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 
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Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:51

(#48429759) Homepage Journal

".. I don't get why you don't see that you're

contradicting yourself. Or maybe you do, and

you're just putting on some kind of show. ..

you're just speaking gibberish, AND

contradicting yourself again .. You're straw-

manning again. .. You're just repeating the

same BS straw-man arguments you made

before. .. Why are you lying again.. That's

stupid. .. That would be STUPID. .. I'm just

sick and tired of your incessant lying about

what went on before, and attempts to re-hash

old arguments that you lost a long time ago. I

have nothing further to say to you at this

time. .. I said you were "lying" .. lying by

implication.. blatant dishonesty .. just another

dishonest way to distort the argument. ..

Another dishonest distortion .. Your continued

insistence that it does is a lie. .. I reserve the

right to laugh at you again. .. stop the

bullshit .. just more blather .. You're either

lying + trolling, or a sad excuse for a

physicist. .. I proved you wrong a long time

ago. You keep hammering at this like some

kind of zombie that doesn't realize it's dead yet.

And you've added nothing new in all that time.

Just brainless repetition of the same things. .."

[Jane Q. Public]

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:53

(#48429781) Homepage Journal

".. None of the rest of your blathering matters.

It is just constantly repeated hot air. .. That is
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just plain dishonest. Why do you feel you need

to be dishonest about it? Is it because you can't

win an honest argument? .. This is a

COMPLETE distortion of what I was saying.

You're just plain trolling again. In fact I don't

think you've ever stopped. That's all you're

doing here. You're deliberately distorting my

comments to the point that I hardly recognize

them. .. you dishonestly distorted the meaning

of my words. .. Do you have any other ways

you want to try to out-of-context or distort my

comments, and claim that I said yet more

things that I actually did not? After I had

already clearly explained them to you IN

context? You do realize the potential

consequences of that, do you not? Remember,

I'm recording all of this. .. this is just trolling

on your part. .. I have demonstrated you to be

lying, I wasn't just saying so. This time yet

again. Distorting other people's words by

taking them out of context in a deliberately

misleading way is a form of lying. I've publicly

caught you at other forms of it too. I know I've

said this before, but no more replies. You're a

very good troll, but when all is said and done,

all you're really doing here is trolling. You

already have answers to the questions you're

asking, and you haven't once shown a

legitimate error in my calculations. Everything

else here is trolling in a hot-air balloon. .. just

more dishonest out-of-context nonsense .. That

is a form of lying. .. your habit of distorted

out-of-context quoting is the sort of thing that

gets journalists sued and fired. For someone

who claims to be a scientist, it's worse than

pathetic. .. Now you've just gone off the deep

end. And by "deep end" I mean the deep end of

the pit full of BS you've dug yourself. .." [Jane

Q. Public]

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)
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by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:55

(#48429819) Homepage Journal

"I'm amazed that you finally got so caught up

in your own bullshit that you made a mistake

quite THAT fundamental. Get stuffed, troll. For

that and actually quite a pile of other reasons

that have built up over time, I still don't believe

you're a real physicist. .. Now you've gone so

far off base, I can hardly do anything but

laugh. This is such a hilarious pile of

misinformation that besides just recording it

for may later writeup, I'm throwing a copy in

my joke pile. The "mainstream physicists" are

the ones who wrote the heat transfer textbooks

I used to prove you wrong, dumbass. .. You've

argued this every which way from Sunday, as

the saying goes. You've even argued it rather

dishonestly, as I have demonstrated. But as it

turns out, you were wrong 2+ years ago, and

you're still wrong. And I still don't think you're

a physicist. Or, for that matter, even willing to

pick up an actual textbook on heat transfer and

understand it. .. You've tried to claim that

POWER IN to the heat source is somehow

magically dependent on the chamber walls. I

really don't care which figure you want to

manipulate via magic: the power in or the

power out. It's still magic, not physics. There is

genuinely no legitimate reason for me to be

here listening to your BS anymore. .. I really

have no further reason -- absolutely none -- to

have to read this utter nonsense. .. Everything

you've said ends up a violation of physics in

one way or another. In fact you're pretty

damned good at dreaming up ways to violate

basic physical laws, it seems. .. this distorted

nonsense of yours. If I reply to you further at

all on this subject, it will merely to be to

publicly deny your false claims about what *I*

stated. I have no other reason to reply. And I

would only do so for the edification of other

readers; it has nothing to do with you. .. NO, it

doesn't, and fucking well STOP claiming that it

is. If YOU want to assert that, go ahead, but

stop putting my name on it. I did not say that,

and I do not say that, so stop putting my name

on it. DO YOU UNDERSTAND??? Holy fuck,
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you're a dimwit. .. No shit, Sherlock. If you

keep up this level of "talking down", I'm going

to start treating you like a kindergartner. .. NO,

I VERY CLEARLY AND REPEATEDLY

EXPLAINED THAT I DENY NO SUCH

THING. I don't have any patience for your

lying anymore. Goodbye. I will record any

responses, at least for a while, but I won't

reply. Jesus, you're an ass. I mean the most

incredible ass I've ever had the misfortune to

meet online. I mean that very, very sincerely. ..

You have repeatedly shown, quite clearly to

anyone who bothers to read this, that you are

willing to deliberately distort and misrepresent

the words of others in order to have your way.

That's LYING. And it isn't just right here..

you've been doing it for years. As I have

documented. .. No, that's just another lie. .. You

were proved wrong weeks ago, and your

demands for additional proof from me are just

laughable. Or they would be, if you weren't

being such an enormous asshole. .. Get lost,

liar. I will have nothing further to do with

you. .. I have repeatedly demonstrated that this

person who calls himself "kayman80" has been

blatantly dishonest about past conversations

that have occurred here on Slashdot and

elsewhere. And that he has a habit of

deliberately distorting what other people say,

for reasons of his own. I have ceased feeding

the troll. I recommend that you do so as

well. .." [Jane Q. Public]

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 13:56

(#48429827) Homepage Journal

"Ah, the muckraker troll rears his head again.

Would you all like to see his dumbass failure at

trying to school me in thermodynamics? All

you have to do is follow his comments back a
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ways. A long ways.. because he kept making

the same nonsense arguments, over, and over,

and over again, even after he had been shown

how wrong they were. I will invite everyone to

my complete writeup (which, unlike his

comments, won't take others out of context or

distort their statements.. I promise a true

accounting). This will take quite a while since

he was actually trolling about this for over two

years, in various forums. .. it's funny how

"khayman80", and people like you, who write

in ways that are remarkably similar, tend to

pop up at the same time in the same places.

And in particular, much like the comments by

"khayman80", all of "your" comments seem to

be about global warming (aka "climate

change"). Hmmmm... I think I smell yet

another sockpuppet. Does anybody know how

long "Truth_Quark" has been around

Slashdot? .. you "scientifically" show squat..

you didn't even use the appropriate equations

for the context of the problem under

discussion. I repeat: your use of a heat transfer

equation, rather than a radiant power

equation, to calculate the radiant power output

of the hottest object in an isolated vacuum

environment is just laughable. Your own

"power in = power out" claim shows it to be

wrong. It contradicts your own calculations,

which I showed to be wrong 3 different ways.

Hell, you even got some simple math wrong.

Your repeated, out-of context claims

notwithstanding. I repeat: I will be publishing

this for all to see. Your repeated protests are

only going to make you look that much more

foolish.. or dishonest. I'll let the readers decide

on that one. .. Are you allergic to simply telling

the truth? .. you do not argue honestly. That

isn't an idle comment; I have pages and pages

of proof. .. I already knew you were wrong, and

wanted the chance to show that to everybody,

unequivocally. .. Either send him an honest and

full description of the problem (and I would

want to see it to make sure you were being

honest, because you haven't always been), or

shut up about it. I am tired of your games. ..

you've conducted yourself in a way that is

impossible to take seriously. .. you display your
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talent for distorting another person's

meaning. .." [Jane Q. Public]

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 14:07

(#48429895) Homepage Journal

We have been over all of this

before. I am going to publish my

proof that you were wrong, in

time. Nothing has changed, and

your insistence on a formula from

me that is 100% irrelevant to the

proof that you were wrong

changes nothing. Period. The end.

You will get no more response

from me to this continued

HARASSMENT.

The fact that Jane mistakenly thinks the very

first, most fundamental equation in this

problem is "irrelevant" should be a red flag

that Jane doesn't understand physics as well as

professional physicists.

That's why Jane refuses to ask a physicist he

respects this simple question:

@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is

in a vacuum chamber with cooler walls.

Does heating power depend on the wall

temperature?

It's pretty clear that Jane refuses to ask this

simple question because he's just scared Prof.

Cox (or any other mainstream physicist) will

say "yes", which would mean that Jane's entire

calculation is wrong, from the very first

equation.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 
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Can't troll worth a shit, so wall of text?

(Score:1)

by Rujiel (1632063) Alter Relationship on

2014-11-20 17:46 (#48431067)

Are they hiring you losers while still in high

school these days? The bar for paid oil trolls

sure is a low one--any stupid thing to prevent

the discussion of the oil cartel's impunity. Do

the world a favor and kill yourself.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Can't troll worth a shit, so wall of text?

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-20 18:05

(#48431125) Homepage Journal

Suggestions that people kill themselves are

unproductive.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend

on 2014-11-21 12:53 (#48436711)

The fact that Jane mistakenly thinks the very

first, most fundamental equation in this

problem is "irrelevant" should be a red flag

that Jane doesn't understand physics as well as

professional physicists.

The fact that you insist that I provide you with

something I already gave you, a long time ago

and repeatedly, represents either a fundamental
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failure to understand on your part to

understand the concept, or simple dishonesty.

But your lack of understanding -- OR

dishonesty, whichever it turns out to be -- is

not my responsibility.

As before, I'm writing this for other readers, so

that they are not taken in by your

misinformation. That is the ONLY reason I

have replied again.

I have no obligation to prove to you AGAIN

what I have already proved. As others will

have no problem seeing when I publish.

I shall not reply again. Stop harassing me.

Your comments have been reported.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:0, Flamebait)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-21 13:12

(#48436867) Homepage Journal

The fact that you insist that I

provide you with something I

already gave you, a long time ago

and repeatedly, represents either a

fundamental failure to understand

on your part to understand the

concept, or simple dishonesty.

[Jane Q. Public, 2014-11-21]

As I've repeatedly pointed out, you've never

written down the very first energy conservation

equation without wrongly "cancelling" terms.

You've only provided this incorrect Sky

Dragon Slayer equation:

My energy conservation equation

is this: electrical power in =

(epsilon * sigma) * T^4 * area =
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radiant power out [Jane Q.

Public, 2014-10-08]

No. Once again, that's absurd, Jane.

The fact that you insist that I

provide you with something I

already gave you, a long time ago

and repeatedly, represents either a

fundamental failure to understand

on your part to understand the

concept, or simple dishonesty.

[Jane Q. Public, 2014-11-21]

A Dunning-Kruger victim would only consider

the possibility that professional physicists are

incompetent or dishonest. A real skeptic would

at least consider the possibility that

professional physicists understand physics

better than they do, and that the physicists are

trying to point out a genuine fundamental flaw

in the skeptic's argument.

Here's how to use the principle of conservation

of energy. Draw a boundary around the heat

source:

power in = electrical heating power + radiative

power in from the chamber walls

power out = radiative power out from the heat

source

Since power in = power out through any

boundary where nothing inside is changing:

electrical heating power + radiative power in

from the chamber walls = radiative power out

from the heat source

Jane got the very first equation wrong, because

Jane refuses to write down an energy

conservation equation for a boundary around

the source without wrongly "cancelling" terms.

If he tried to do this just once, he'd realize that

electrical heating power depends on the cooler

chamber wall temperature.

This is all clearly too difficult for Jane, despite

the fact that this is the very first equation

necessary to solve this problem. Because Jane
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is so far out of his depth, I suggested that Jane

ask a physicist he respects this simple

question:

@ProfBrianCox, an electrically heated plate is

in a vacuum chamber with cooler walls.

Does heating power depend on the wall

temperature?

If Jane were a real skeptic, he'd at least ask a

physicist he respects this simple question. But

Jane refuses. Why?

It's pretty clear that Jane refuses to ask this

simple question because he's just scared Prof.

Cox (or any other mainstream physicist) will

say "yes", which would mean that Jane's entire

calculation is wrong, from the very first

equation.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Can't troll worth a shit, so wall of text?

(Score:1)

by Rujiel (1632063) Alter Relationship on

2014-11-26 16:59 (#48471301)

Suggestions that people kill themselves are

unproductive.

No, "unproductive" would be several

paragraphs of useless text to fill screen space,

as you've done. Save our collective

unconscious from your fevered ego--kill

yourself. your net sum contribution to society

is at a negative.
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Re:Can't troll worth a shit, so wall of text?
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(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-27 12:38

(#48475531) Homepage Journal

No, seriously. Suggestions that people kill

themselves are unproductive. Exactly what did

I write to make you hate me so much that

you've repeatedly told me to kill myself?

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Jane/Lonny Eachus goes Sky Dragon Slayer

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-11-27 12:44

(#48475565) Homepage Journal

Anyone who doesn't want to listen to Rujiel

repeatedly tell me to kill myself should note

that Jane keeps spreading Sky Dragon Slayer

misinformation here.

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Can't troll worth a shit, so wall of text?

(Score:1)

by Rujiel (1632063) Alter Relationship on

2014-11-30 22:58 (#48495549)

Your response is akin to someone who has just

spent the last hour rolling in his own shit and

flinging it at passers-by, standing up all at once

and asking the surrounding crowd what's

wrong. You're seriously so bad at this. Even

your employer would be better off if you killed

yourself.
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Re:Can't troll worth a shit, so wall of text?

(Score:2)

by khayman80 (824400) on 2014-12-01 12:58

(#48500925) Homepage Journal

Again, what did I write to make you hate me

so much that you've suggested I kill myself

three times?

Maybe you're confusing me with somebody

else? For instance:

Are they hiring you losers while

still in high school these days?

The bar for paid oil trolls sure is a

low one--any stupid thing to

prevent the discussion of the oil

cartel's impunity. Do the world a

favor and kill yourself.

What did I write to make you accuse me of

being a paid oil troll?

Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Jane Q. Public (1010737) Friend of a Friend on 2014-11-20

13:00 (#48429317)

Typical stupidity, is Research the same as propaganda?

I didn't say it was. But when research grant $$ is favorably

awarded to research on a particular "side" of an issue (which has

shown to be the case, rather extremely, over the last decade or

so), then researchers tend to research only one "side" of that

issue. Read the GAO report.

It doesn't have to do with "conspiracy", it has to do with political

pressure. That's only "conspiracy" if you consider all Democrats

or Republicans or members of any other party to be

co-conspirators.

Researchers are human. They follow the $$ like anybody else.
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Parent Share

twitter facebook linkedin 

Re:Heh... (Score:2)

by Plumpaquatsch (2701653) Alter Relationship on 2014-11-21 1:33

(#48432409) Journal

While it is technically true that both sides have some non-zero amount

of money, one side has enough of it to afford the worlds biggest PR firm

along with 4 companies in the Fortune 10 (that would be 4 of the top 10

US companies by revenue.

Oh, give me a frigging break. Yes, energy companies (not just oil) spent

millions of dollars on research and campaigns contrary to global

warming alarmism. Some estimates go as high as $40 and even $50

million. But according to a recent GAO report, our own government

spent $106 Billion dollars on "climate change" research, and that was

by 2010, 4 years ago.

Nowhere in that report does that number show up. And oddly enough,

the biggest share of the money spend by far (even more than the money

going to NASA, IOW weather satellites and sending them into space) is

going to the Department of Energy. Including research into better ways

to burn fossil fuels and "climate change" unrelated things like "energy

conservation" and "electricity delivery".

--

"If you don't like the way I insult you, you prove you also lack humor,

you moron." +5 Insightful
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